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The research is about the design of a passenger terminal via the tram near Khartoum International Airport, which is a continuation of the Khartoum tram project to be implemented in the future. The project will serve the traveling between Khartoum International Airport and the state of Khartoum in general, And neighboring areas especially that the new airport will be in the outskirts of the state. After arriving at the terminal, the passengers are transported to the airport campus by means of specialized transport to and from the station.

The project consists of three main blocks:
1 / The main hall of the station part.
2 / Commercial part.
A / The tourist exhibition part. aims to guide tourists to tourist areas in Khartoum.

The research consists of Five chapters.

Chapter one consists general information about the project, Chapter tow consists data Collection about the project, & cases Studies, Chapter three consists project component & data Analysis, study & Analysis of the Site Chapter Four consists The concept & Development design & Technical Solution, Chapter Five consists final Design & Drawings.
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